
For more information about 
Bicentennial Blooms, visit 

www.lc.edu/Bicentennial_Blooms

Thank you 
TO OUR SPONSORS
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Joan & Charles Sheppard

Anonymous Monticello College Family
Monticello College Alumnae

1 - Toast to 200!
Flora in distinctive shapes and colors reminiscent of 
birthday party décor, complete with a 200th birthday cake

2 - Prairie State Plants 
Highlights from Illinois’ natural prairie habitat, from native 
grasses to wildflowers

3 - illinois!
Carpet bed garden incorporating the outline of the 
State of Illinois, surrounded by radiating Red Threads 
Alternathera 

4 - State Symbols
Planters representing Illinois state symbols, including the 
white-tailed deer, cardinal, blue gill, corn and the violet

5 - illinois in the making
An exploration of Illinois’ pre-statehood history, featuring 
Black-eyed Susans, geraniums and black sweet potato 
vine

6 - a monticello moment
A traditional Victorian-era herb garden reminiscent of the 
campus’ Monticello College days

7 - land of lincoln
Remembering President Abraham Lincoln and the 
Lincoln-Douglas debate that took place in Alton in 
October 1858

8 - red, white & blue!
Red, white and blue plants symbolizing American 
industrial and agricultural development in Illinois

9 - American Flag
Living Wall garden, in an interpretation of the American 
flag, symbolizes Illinois as the 21st state to join the Union

10 - Cardinals vs. cubs
Lighthearted red and blue flowers hint at a longstanding 
sports rivalry that continues to engage fans across the 
state

11 - celebrate!
Entrance to the Nursing building dazzles with exciting 
colors, including intense deep purples, greens and pinks

#IllinoisProud

Time Line Loop
Visit our pocket gardens in the following order to 
journey through the first 200 years of Illinois state

 history, past to present.
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